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1 Introduction

Link-state routing algorithms, such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)[1] and IS-IS
(Intermediate System to Intermedite System, ISO 10589), are popular and widely
used inter-domain routing protocols. This popularity is mainly due to the following
properties: robustness against loss of routing information, rapid calculation of routing
paths and the capability to produce stable routing paths, all in all making link-state
routing protocols quite scalable.
Link-state routing based on Dijkstras algorithm [2] is generally seen as quite effi-

cient at recalculating routing paths when the network topology changes due to com-
ponent outages (recalculation can be accomplished on the order of seconds) and has
been therefore been able to cope well with the requirements of traditional Internet
applications (e.g., email, file transfer, etc.). However, newer applications, such as
voice-over-ip, have more stringent requirements. Outages in connectivity lasting sev-
eral seconds makes for annoyed customers who are used to the telecom world, where
network faults are repaired within 100 milliseconds. Also, as bandwidth continues
to increase, even short outages result in the loss of vast ammounts of data. It is
clear that dealing with router and link outages by flooding and then recalculation of
the SPT is not sufficiantly fast to achieve reaction times less than 100 milliseconds
in very large networks, i.e., >> 100 routers. A possible solution when fast reaction
times are necessary is to precompute backup-paths in advance, coupled with a fast
method of detecting when neighboring routers or links become inoperative. As soon
as the disruption is detected the backup path is used instead of the ordinary route.
While it is vital that the scheme used to detect the failure of a neighboring router

or link is as fast as possible, it is also important that any algorithm used for calcu-
lation of backup-paths consumes a minimum of extra computing resources compared
to the ordinary operation of the routing protocol. This article proposes an algorithm
for calculation of backup-paths that can be utilized by a router that discovers that
a neighboring router has become inoperative. The algorithm is a derivative of Dijk-
stra’s algorithm and uses less computing resources than a brute force approach for
determining feasable backup-paths.
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2 An Incremental Algorithm for Calculation of Backup

Paths

2.1 Graph Attributes

The backup-paths algorithm makes use of several objects together with their respec-
tive attributes/variables to keep track of values such as, current predecessor of a
vertex, current distance from source to a vertex, etc. The variables used by the
algorithm are described in detail below.

2.1.1 Vertex-object Attributes

The following attributes/variables are maintained by the algorithm for any vertex
u ∈ V , G = (V,E):
The variables u.d and u.π are used to maintain an upper-bound on the cost of a

shortest path from the source s to a vertex u via path p and the current predecessor of
u via path p respectively. The variables u.db and u.πb are identical to the previously
described variables with the exception that they are used to keep track of backup
values.
In addition to the attributes mentioned above the backup-path algorithm also

maintains the following attributes for any vertex u in G. u.Dl[·] is an array of upper-
bound estimates of the costs of the shortest paths from the source s to the node u via
the neighbors of s, indexed by the vertices adjacent to the source s. More specifically,
u.dl[n] is the upper-bound estimate of the shortest path from the s to u via the path

p, where p is decomposable to s→ n
p
′

; u. u.Πl[·] is an array of current predecessors
of u on paths from the source s to the node u, indexed by the vertices adjacent to
the source s. More specifically, u.Πl[n] is the current predecessor of u on the path p

from the s to u, where p is decomposable to s→ n
p
′

; u.

2.2 The Algorithm

The backup-path algorithm is divided into a six procedures. Before the algorithm
can be run, Dijkstra’s algorithm must first be run on the graph G = (V,E) in order
to produce a shortest path tree, SPT . The backup algorithm also relies on a few
small but important modifications of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Besides recording the
distance from the source to every vertex, u.d, and the predecessor of every vertex,
u.π, Dijkstra’s algorithm must be modified to record u.db, u.πb and u.anc. After
Dijkstra’s algorithm has been run these variables must contain u.db = u.d, u.πb = u.π

and u.anc set to the ancestor of u that is also adjacent to s, respectively. c is a cost
function, mapping an edge to a real value, i.e., the cost of traversing the edge and El
is defined as the edge list of all edges entering a sub-tree of the SPT from neighboring
sub-trees of the SPT. Finally, a sub-tree of the SPT is defined as all the vertices and
links that are part of the tree rooted at vertex n which which is a direct descendant
of s in the SPT .

Initialize-Sub-Tree(VsubT , El, c, s, root)
1 for each vertex v ∈ VsubT do

2 v.db←∞, v.πb← nil, v.anc← nil
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3 for each n ∈ s.Adj do

4 v.Dl[n]←∞, v.Πl← nil

5 for each edge (u, v) ∈ El do

6 Backup-Relax(u, v, croot)

Backup-Relax(u, v, c, root)
1 if v 6= root then

2 if v.db > u.db+ c(u, v) and v.db < c(u.anc, s) + v.d then

3 v.db← u.db+ c(u, v)
4 v.πb← u

5 v.anc← u.anc

6 if v.Dl[u.anc] > u.Dl[u.anc] + c(u, v) then

7 v.Dl[u.anc]← u.Dl[u.anc] + c(u, v)
8 v.Πl[u.anc]← u

9 else

10 if v.F lag[u.anc] <∞ then

11 if v.db > u.db+ c(u, v) and v.db < c(u.anc, s) + v.d then

12 v.db← u.db+ c(u, v)
13 v.πb← u

14 v.anc← u.anc

15 if v.Dl[u.anc] > u.Dl[u.anc] + c(u, v) then

16 v.Dl[u.anc]← u.Dl[u.anc] + c(u, v)
17 v.Πl[u.anc]← u

Find-Min-Neighbor(v, s)
1 for each n ∈ s.Adj do

2 if v.db > v.Dl[n] and v.Dl[n] < v.F lag[n] then

3 v.db← v.Dl[n]
4 v.πb← v.Πl[n]
5 v.anc← n

Flag-Sub-Tree(GsubT , curroot, anc, s)
1 for each vertex v ∈ curroot.Adj : v.π = curroot do

2 v.F lag[anc]← curroot.F lag[anc] + c(curroot, v)
3 if v.anc = anc and v.F lag[anc] ≤ v.db then

4 v.db←∞, v.πb← nil, v.anc← nil

5 Find-Min-Neighbor(v, s)
6 Flag-Sub-Tree(GsubT , v, anc)

Backup-Dijkstra(GsubT = (VsubT , EsubT ), G = (V,E), El, c, root, s)
1 Initialize-Sub-Tree(VsubT , El, c, s, root)
2 S ← V − VsubT

3 Q← VsubT

4 while Q 6= {} and ∃ v ∈ Q : v.db <∞ do

5 u← Extract-Min(Q)
6 if u 6= root then

7 S ← S ∪ {u}
8 for each vertex v ∈ u.Adj do
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9 Backup-Relax(u, v, c)
10 else

11 anc← u.anc

12 u.F lag[anc]← u.db

13 u.db←∞, u.π ← nil, u.anc← nil

14 Find-Min-Neighbor(u, s)
15 Q← Q ∪ {u}
16 Flag-Sub-Tree(GsubT , u, anc, s)

Backup-Algorithm(G = (V,E), EL, c, s)
1 for each vertex n ∈ s.Adj do

2 VsubT ← {v ∈ V : v.anc = n}
3 EsubT ← {(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ VsubT ∧ v ∈ VsubT }
4 GsubT ← (VsubT , EsubT )
5 Backup-Dijkstra(GsubT , G,EL, c, n, s)
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